
Lhwines Family Estates is me .. LAURA… passionate about wine with more than 18 years of experience in 
the wonderful world of wine who in 2014 decided to create her own company to help family wineries, without 
great means but with great wines, to develop their sales in export markets ... given my network of contacts 
and knowledge of Spanish wine, we are creating a group of wineries that are fully compatible with each 
other and with a very specific profile ... Family wineries, making wines of autochthonous varieties that claim 
potential for their terroir, its climate, its environment and its life project through wine and its vineyards ... 
Each winery has its own identity but the same philosophy of life 
So,let me introduce you this amazing wineries: 

• BODEGA TRES PILARES- DO RUEDA www.bodega3pilares.com VERDEJO & SAUVIGNON BLANC + 
REBEL WINES 

• BODEGAS D MATEOS DOCa RIOJA www.bodegasmateos.com TEMPRANILLO/ TEMPRANILLO 
BLANCO / GARNACHA/ GRACIANO 

• BODEGA Y VIÑEDOS MAIRES DO TORO: www.bodegamaires.com TINTA DE TORO 
• ARROCAL DO RIBERA DE DUERO www.arrocal.com "ORGANIC CERTIFICATED" TINTA FINA/ ALBILLO 

MAYOR 
• CONCEJO BODEGAS DO CIGALES www.concejobodegas.com "ORGANIC CERTIFICATED" 

TEMPRANILLO 
• ALGIL BODEGAS Y VIÑEDOS - DO TORO www.algil.com TINTA DE TORO + GARNACHA TINTA 
• CIEN Y PICO DO MANCHUELA www.cienypico.com BOBAL & GARNACHA TINTORERA 

 
 
DO RUEDA- BODEGA TRES PILARES www.bodega3pilares.com: if you look for a propper VERDEJO just drop 
by our stand as you´ll be able to taste a 100% VERDEJO coming from vineyards in the are of LA SECA that 
will take you around an incredible trip about the identity of VERDEJO... TRES PILARES is all about terroir 
and vineyards in our hands for two generations 
Discover with us the work behind each harvest. Get to know each variety of our DO Rueda and its different 
elaborations. Let us show you who is hiding behind each bottle. Because we are winemakers and 
vinegrowers, and that is the truth behind our wines. 
 
DOCa RIOJA- BODEGAS D MATEOS: www.bodegasmateos.com: On the slopes of Yerga Mountain, a small 
vineyard began in 1886 that would bear fruit more than 100 years later in all our hectares of Bodegas d. 
Mateos With the essence of that entrepreneurial foray into wine, we have designed a winery that encourages 
emotions through its wines to ensure that that legacy reaches our days in various lines of wines of different 
connotations. A maxim is repeated every morning: wine and its 5 senses. Thanks to this ability to defend 
the legacy and combine it with the carefreeness of the new times, we were able to propose a variety of 
ranges with different arguments: from the most personal proposal, La Mateo, where we pay tribute to the 
work of previous generations of the family, to the most current cut proposal, LA VANIDOSA, Garnacha Tinta 
100% or our LETARGO range to show the great potential of RIOJA DOca 
 
DO TORO- BODEGA Y VIÑEDOS MAIRES www.bodegamaires.com : The idea of Maires Winery and Vineyards 
came up in 2015 when two cousins joined together with the aim of resuming their winemaker ancestors’ 
activity and thus be present in Toro Appellation of Origin. By the name of MAIRES, a family nickname that 
goes back to four generation of dedicated to the viticulture, Fernando and Pablo merge their professions 
with the illusion of carrying out a project that leads to a new way of understanding the wine: viticulture and 
communication.   



For the Maires family, the vineyard has always played a fundamental role in the production of quality wines. 
Maires vineyards are located in different areas of the Appellation of origin Toro, and have an age that 
sometimes exceeds 100 years. 

The perfect orientation of the vines, the composition of the soils and the drainage, create a perfect harmony 
for the cultivation of the vine. This combination of factors creates a favourable microclimate that enables 
the production of high quality wines, our wines. 

ADEMAN wines describe the essence of a family project that reflects the influence of the passage of time in 
viticulture, an adventure with constant discoveries that delight our senses. The gestures of each one of the 
bottles represent a stage in the life of the person. Through these gestures, we seek to represent a type of 
wine and a type of vineyard. 

DO RIBERA DE DUERO- ARROCAL.: www.arrocal.com: ARROCAL is more than just a wine... it is a way of life. 
WElcome to your home: A world of sunny vines, warm summers followed by cozy winter fireside chats, 
heavenly aromatic sensations and surprising flavors. And above all, a place where each bottle of wine has 
dose of affection, illusion and desire to indulge you. There is a vineyard down, near the village, my father’s 
vineyard. He throughout takes care of it all around the year. It is curious to see how his eyes shining when 
we elaborate their grapes during the harvest, as asking himself what wine will be. Now they are yours, we 
hope your eyes will shine too. 

DO CIGALES-CONCEJO BODEGAS: www.concejobodegas.com: Wine has been made in Valoria since the 12th 
century, it was the so-called white or Premonstratensian monks who brought the vineyard to their 
monastery in Grijalba, dependent on Santa María de Retuerta. In the 13th century, a Castle of the Calatrava 
order was founded, which currently belongs to the winery and houses our enotourism project, Hospedería 
Council, and continues the expansion of vine cultivation in the area. In the 15th century, the Catholic kings 
toasted their wedding with a wine from the area and drew up rules for making and transporting wine in the 
area, an original edition of those rules is kept in the family. At the end of the 19th century, more than 100 
family wineries were still making wine, and the vineyard was so extensive that the inhabitants of Valoria 
were called “Jopos”, since the Jopa was a hoe for digging vineyards. Enrique and Olga at the end of the 
90s started the current project, with few means but with great enthusiasm, they left their jobs in Madrid, to 
try to start the winery and above all with the hope of contributing something different to the area. 
Most importantly, the vineyard planted on a unique soil was already of an interesting age and the first 
recognitions were not long in coming. 
In 2009 Silvia joined the team and we began to certify our vineyards as organic. In 2010 Concejo 
Hospedería ( our boutique hotel & restaurant) was inaugurated and with the same enthusiasm we intend 
to continue offering the best of our terroir and our passion for the vineyard and for Valoria. 
 
DO TORO - ALGIL BODEGAS Y VIÑEDOS: www.algilbodegas.com : DO TORO - ALGIL BODEGAS Y VIÑEDOS: 
www.algilbodegas.com : Iván Alonso, viticulturist and wine specialist, is the manager and creator of Algil 
Bodegas y Viñedos. This is a one-man winemaking project within the D.O. Toro, where the most unique 
wines in the area are made.We attach the greatest importance to the terroir, our raw material, making the 
most rigorous controls of it and taking care of it at all times to seek excellence. Algil is the culmination of a 
dream. A vision that has accompanied me since I was a child: recovering the value of a land, Toro, which 
despite its toughness has given us everything through several generations of winegrowers. San Román de 
Hornija y Morales, a vineyard almost forgotten in a denomination that is synonymous with boulders; of 
resilience and survival; of a long-lived viticulture, of his passion for wine ... of a deal agreed with nature 
itself. 
 



DO MANCHUELA- CIEN Y PICO WINES: www.cienypico.com:  In a spirit of the ingenious gentleman Don 
Quixote of La Mancha & Sancho Panza & Dulcinea of Toboso, we recount as The Man Who Was Recklessly 
Curious a little of our quest, as four Winemakers-errant. A refreshingly lucid definition of Quixotic; caught 
up in the romance of noble deeds & the pursuit of unreachable goals; idealistic without regard to 
practicality. As it applies to Cien y Pico [Hundred & Something] embodies our singular, incomparable 
adventure & tilt. Saludos,  Elena Golakova y Luis Garcia y Nicola Tucci y Zar Brooks. 
 
 


